ANTIGRAM QUIZ 1

ANIL
Perth, Australia

This is like an anagram quiz except the anagrams or polyanagrams are in some sense opposites, complements, or mutually exclusive. They range from easy to hard. Letters are given in (). (4/5) clues a 9-letter charade or two part word. Answer are out back.

1. pest (4)
2. corky (5) ——
3. rowdy (5)
4. vs. tire (6)
5. ever sit (7)
6. less hid (7)
7. tree aper (8) ——
8. nasty air (8)
9. née Sol- (6-)
10. resealed (8)
11. unchosen (8)
12. foe, in fact (9)
13. fail due IQ (9)
14. toward us (3|5)
15. Hurt less. (4|4)
16. as now tell (5|4)
17. one it per it (10)
18. Is a pale nit. (10)
19. keeps at has (5 5)
20. sprout up sort (6)
21. douser-soured (6)
22. I ignore start. (12)
23. MD's "sane" (3|4)
24. pet revulsion (3 9)
25. sense "livers!" (7|4)
26. nor e'er vibrate (13) /
27. v. plea for slap (4-8)
28. Redemption, I. (9,2.)
29. runic 'n' studies (2|11)
30. No cream, nor came. (7) ——
31. non-summit calibre (8 8)
32. clear, even clean, veer (9)
33. sin-date stained instead (7)
34. Sped, alert, leads, pert. ("9")
35. “Sees” left me, fete me less. (4-6)
36. a non-credit memo, more a condemn it (14)